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Abstract 
 

Few studies of ethnic education in China have explored new perspectives generated by the conditions 
of late modernity where traditional, and often essentialist, conceptualizations of ethnic identity and 
culture have lost their explaining power. This paper aims to explore how ethnicity is constructed by 
students from a senior secondary school in southwestern China through a microscopic focus on the 
situated construction of meaning. To shift away from essentialist conceptualizations of ethnicity, this 
paper presents a study that investigated a student’s discursive construction of ethnicity through a 
detailed interactional analysis of an interview, in which the student describes an activity where she 
and her classmates were asked to organize an ethnic-unity-themed class meeting to be video recorded 
and later shown to a state delegation examining the promotion of ethnic unity education among 
schools in China. The analysis pays attention to how that student constructed her understanding of 
ethnicity through the stances she took when she described their preparation for the activity. 

 
Keywords: Identity construction, ethnicity, minorities, ideology, discourse analysis, sociolinguistics 

 
 
1. Introduction 

 
In August 2015, China’s State Council issued a document during the Sixth National Conference 
on Ethnic Education, entitled the Decision of the State Council on Accelerating the Development 
of Ethnic Education, stating that “the development of ethnic education still encounters several 
special difficulties and outstanding problems because of historical and geographical reasons”.1 
Two main sets of measures have been highlighted during the promotion of ethnic education. The 
first set includes policies regarding increasing investment and improving education management. 
The second set includes regulations that aim to consolidate the construction of a united Chinese 
nation, which directly relates to the ideological construction of ethnicity and ethnic relations. 
There are several proposals under this second measure, including promoting patriotic education, 
strengthening students’ identification with socialism with Chinese characteristics, and facilitating 
inter-personal and cultural exchange among students from different ethnic backgrounds.  
   These proposals once again highlight the nationalist character of China’s ethnic education. 
Patriotic content maintains a strong presence at all levels of schooling (especially during primary 
and secondary education) and the official language of China, Putonghua, is gaining prominence 
as the language of instruction at most of the schools in ethnic areas.2  In this process, the respect 

                                                           
1 Full text available on the website of the Central People’s Government of the People’s Republic of China, 
http://www.gov.cn/zhengce/content/2015-08/17/content_10097.htm, last reviewed on March 7, 2016. 
2 For example, according to Ma (2014), in 2000, 95 percent of bilingual programs in Tibet adopted Tibetan as the 
language of instruction and Putonghua was taught as a language subject. This pattern was totally reversed in 2007, 

http://www.gov.cn/zhengce/content/2015-08/17/content_10097.htm
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for ethnic cultural diversity in educational settings has been trivialized and tokenized in simple 
mentions of ethnic songs, dances, dwellings, exotic food, etc., which potentially cast ethnic 
minorities in a dim light, considering them backward (Yi, 2005, 2007; Marckerras, 2004; Zhao & 
Postglione, 2010). As Hansen (1999) argued, “most non-Han students experience that their 
language, history, religion, and customs are considered useless (or at least less significant) 
knowledge in the Chinese school system” (p.159). Some researchers further note that a lack of 
proper acknowledgement of students’ ethnic cultural background in schools can lead to sense of 
frustration and feelings of alienation among students (Yi, 2005; Bilik, 2014; Ma, 2014; Hansen, 
1999; Teng, Yang, & Yang, 2014). 
    However, while critically examining the nationalist goals involved in the schooling of ethnic 
minorities, some researchers also caution against over-generalizing the reproductive force of 
institutions. This risks overlooking students’ individualized socialization, producing a 
stereotypical construction of their collective schooling experience, reducing ethnicity, culture 
and language to  essentialist constructs (Grose, 2014, 2015; Schoenhals, 2001; Zhao, 2010). This 
echoes the late-modern perspective on the construction of identity, which argues that “people 
don't sit contentedly in the group categories that society tries to fix them in, and don't confine 
themselves only to those identities that they are expected to have legitimate or routine access to” 
(Harris & Rampton, 2003, p.9). 

To illuminate the non-essentialist nature of ethnic identity, Grose (2014) and Chen (2014) 
presented two of the rare contextualized explorations of students’ ethnic identities in China, both 
focusing on Uighurs who study at universities in different provinces in China. In contrast to the 
common perception that Uighur students’ ethnic identity, marked by Islamic culture, has been 
eroded by the increase in Putonghua medium schools, the participants in Grose’s study 
demonstrated varying degrees of involvement in religious practice, which were more closely 
related to factors such as personal beliefs and family traditions than to the language of instruction 
in the schools they had attended previously. Chen’s study of a group of Uighur students showed 
how the experience of being an educational elite intertwined with their flexible interpretation of 
Uighur identity in terms of language, religion and food preferences.  

These two studies have highlighted nuanced aspects of students’ ethnic identity during their 
university studies.  But students’ construction of ethnic identity during their secondary studies, 
when nationalist content is more prominent in school curriculum, has not been given due 
attention, and much less is known about how ethnicity is constructed and negotiated by students 
through situated school practices. 

Against this background, a key set of questions emerges: how is ethnic education 
discursively constructed in secondary school settings? What kinds of ideology are being 
reproduced? How are those ideologies negotiated by students in situated school practices? How 
is ethnicity discursively constructed by students? What is the relationship between students’ 
ethnic identity construction and their academic learning? Seeking to answer these questions and 
to shed further light on a more dynamic conceptualization of ethnicity in educational settings in 
China, this study focuses on a senior secondary ethnic minority student and investigates her 
discursive construction of ethnicity through detailed interactional analysis of an interview 
excerpt, in which the student describes an activity where she and her classmates were asked by 
their school to organize an ethnic-unity-themed class meeting.  

                                                                                                                                                                                           
when 95 percent of bilingual programs adopted Putonghua as the language of instruction and Tibetan was taught as 
a language subject. 
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The data reported here comes from a larger ethnographic study on ethnic minority students’ 
English learning experience in southwestern China, conducted in a senior secondary school that 
gives admission priority to ethnic minority students. By grounding the investigation of ethnicity 
and students’ English learning experiences in institutional spaces and in the nuances of students’ 
everyday practices, the project aims to challenge ideological constructions of the peripheral 
status of ethnic minorities in China and the underpinning ideologies of identity, ethnicity and 
culture. The interviewee is one of the focal participants of the larger project, whom the author 
followed for two academic semesters.  
    Inspired by microscopic approaches to the analysis of identity, attention is paid here to how 
this student constructed her understanding of ethnicity through the stances she took when she 
described the preparation for the class meeting. In the remainder of this paper, the literature on 
the micro approaches to identity and socially embedded stance-taking is reviewed in sections two 
and three. The data is then contextualized in section four and analyzed in detail in section five. 
The main findings are summarized in section six, which also suggests avenues for future 
research.  
 
 
2. Identity: a microscopic approach    

 
Discussions of how ethnicity is constructed in school settings and how state ideologies of ethnic 
education are woven into students’ schooling practices require a more dynamic conceptualization 
of institutions, identity and culture. The aim should be to critically examine the relationship 
between overarching macro categories and individual agency by recognizing interaction and 
discourse production as key sites for identity construction. In his review of major sociological 
work derived from Cicourel (1980) and Giddens (1984), Pérez-Milans (2013) argues that “social 
realities [are] discursively constructed, reproduced, naturalized, and sometimes revised in social 
interaction, in the course of large-scale historical, political, and socioeconomic configurations”(p. 
30). Hall (1992) summarized this approach succinctly,   
 

My own view is that events, relations, structures do have conditions of existence and 
real effects, outside the sphere of the discursive; but that it is only within the 
discursive, and subject to its specific conditions, limits and modalities, do they have 
or can they be constructed within meaning. (p. 443) 

 
   In other words, instead of assuming that certain types of macro structures or institutional 
processes will play a crucial role in constraining thought and action, researchers should 
investigate the ways in which widely circulating patterns are contextualized in particular 
practices (Wortham, 2012). Indeed, when discussions of identity categories are not coupled with 
details grounded in discourse data, “terms like ‘contradiction’, ‘ambivalence’ and liminality 
sometimes seem to reflect the analyst’s uncertainty rather than that of their informants” 
(Rampton, 2001, p. 367). In this regard, Rampton (ibid.) argued for: 
 

A particularly intimate view of communication as a process of negotiation, imposition, 
collusion and struggle in which people invoke, avoid or reconfigure the cultural and 
symbolic capital attendant on lines and identities with different degrees of 
accessibility and purchase in specific situations (p. 97).   
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    A series of microscopic interactional studies have been carried out to investigate language 
use, identity and social context from a variety of situated interactional practices. Among these, 
those conducted by Harris (2006), Wortham (2006) and Dong (2009) are particularly relevant in 
that they all engage in understanding identity as constructed from individual social practices. 
Harris (2006) analyzed new social and cultural formations among British youth of South Asian 
descent. He based his analysis on “the routine, everyday and unspectacular markings of ethnicity 
and culture” (p. 170) and focused on the voices of the youths’ everyday lived experience.  
    As for Wortham (2006), he focused on two African American students in an urban public 
school, illustrating how identities emerged and thickened in classroom practices over the course 
of an academic year. His study also showed how identities constructed from situated classroom 
practices were intertwined with, yet at the same time challenged, discourses of race and gender 
circulating in the broader social context. Finally, Dong’s (2009) analysis of migrant children in 
Beijing demonstrated how small linguistic features became “emblematic of individual and group 
identities” (p. 116), thereby shedding light on how the process of identity construction provides a 
lens for examining ideologies that came with population movement at the macro level. These 
studies also show that it is necessary to situate the study of individuals in institutional contexts 
because participants always operate their agency in an institutional context discursively shaped 
by regulations and agendas.    
    In light of these contributions, the following sections primarily look at real moments of a 
senior secondary student’s life to understand how such a social actor makes sense of the world. 
In an attempt to empirically address ethnicity, identity and schooling experience to ensure that 
ethnicity-related labels are not imposed, the analysis will focuses on the meaning of being ethnic 
and how ethnicity is negotiated in situated practices. In doing so, it shows that individuals are 
adept at mobilizing whatever resources that are available to them, while actively changing and 
shaping relationships (Harries & Rampton, 2009; Tremlett & Harris, 2015). Analysis of stance-
taking is conducted in this study to illuminate individuals’ moment-to-moment meaning making 
process.  As it constitutes a major analytical entry point, stance-taking will be detailed in the 
following section. 
 
 
3. Stance-taking and the situated construction of social meaning 

 
Stance can be defined as “a public act by a social actor, achieved dialogically through overt 
communicative means, of simultaneously evaluating objects, positioning subjects (self and 
others), and aligning with other subjects, with respect to any salient dimension of the 
sociocultural field” (Du bois, 2007, p. 163). On the one hand, evaluation, positioning (mainly 
expressed through epistemic and affective stance acts) and alignment (mainly expressed through 
agreement or disagreement) constitute what Du Bois called a stance triangle, and they stand for 
the three aspects of a single stance act and the three kinds of stance consequences. On the other 
hand, the dialogicality of stance-taking often calls for it to be investigated beyond the immediate 
stance target(s), as the personal stance can be achieved through comparison with other stance 
categories or aligning with other stances that are outside the immediate interactional context 
(Bucholtz, 2009; Jaffe, 2009; Lempert, 2009). 
    Instead of directly linking language and society, stances should be understood as a mediating 
bridge between the linguistic system and the social, political, and cultural fields where 
individuals are situated (Ochs, 1992; Bucholtz, 2009; Jaffe, 2009). On the first level, linguistic 
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forms can directly index an interactional stance, such as affective, evaluative and epistemic 
positioning, regarding the meaning that is being expressed. On the second level, interactional 
stances can be further linked to certain subject positions, either by referring to social categories 
that are typically associated with taking certain stances, or by carefully situating the speaker in 
specific social, cultural and political contexts. Because stance is not confined to the interaction 
itself, analysts can often find traces of circulating ideologies, which are “mobilized and 
resignified by speakers” (Shenk, 2007, p. 214). In this way, the process of stance-taking in 
situated interactions can be linked with identity negotiation and ideological constructions in the 
broader social context (Jaffe, 2009; Ochs, 1992; Irvine, 2009). 
    To better account for the broader social relevance of stance-taking, other than a detailed 
orientation toward the interactional data, analysts need to develop an ethnographic sensitivity to 
examine how stances can have relevance beyond the immediate interactional context. In this way, 
researchers can also see what kind of broader social relationship has been established through 
evoking other stances, which can help to show that individuals are always situated in a broader 
social context, and that the construction of their own subject positions always involves the 
negotiation of social meaning (Jaffe, 2009; Jaworski & Thurlow, 2009; Stockburger, 2015). The 
analysis in this paper shows how these perspectives are applied to the current research data, 
though these data will first be contextualized in the next section through an introduction to the 
research site. 
 
 
4. An ethnic school in the spotlight 

 
The focal school at which the fieldwork took place is a state designated ethnic school located in 
the southwestern province of Yunnan, providing senior secondary education. In contrast to other 
types of schools concerned with education of ethnic minority students, state designated ethnic 
schools do not target students from any particular ethnic group.3 According to the focal school’s 
website, secondary ethnic schools were mainly established around the early 1980s, following a 
call from the central government to provide extra educational opportunities to ethnic minority 
students from rural areas, as a means to promote ethnic equality. These schools give admission 
priority to ethnic minority students, who are also given monthly subsidies during school terms. 
The focal school was established in 1982, and it only enrolled ethnic minority students from 
remote rural regions of the local city during its early years. From the early 1990s, it started to 
enroll students from the ethnic majority Han. According to an interview with the school principal, 
enrolling Han students was a move to gain recognition from local residents, half of whom are 
categorized as Han. Currently, 80 percent of the students come from ethnic minority 
backgrounds. 
    There are two main reasons for situating the research in an ethnic school in southwestern 
China. First, southwestern provinces are regarded as the most ethnically diverse regions in China, 

                                                           
3 Besides state-designated ethnic schools, three other types of schools provide secondary education to ethnic 
minority students. The first type are the bilingual schools, which are more common among the populous ethnic 
minority groups such as Tibetan, Uighur, Mongol and Korean; the second type are inland classes, where ethnic 
minority students from Tibet and Uighur autonomous regions are given scholarships to study in cities in other 
provinces, where education provision is assumed to be better; and the last type are the general public schools, where 
students are enrolled on merit base regardless of their ethnic background. Please refer to Leibold & Chen (2014) for 
a collection of studies that investigate educational provisions for students from ethnic minority backgrounds across 
different levels. 
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and ethnic groups in this region have been regarded as having a relatively lower “unified ethnic 
consciousness” (Harrell, 2012; Kaup, 2000).4 In contrast to the extensively researched Tibetans, 
Uighurs and Mongols, the ethnic groups from southwestern China are less concentrated 
demographically and are generally not internally bounded by a single religious affiliation or a 
common language (Kaup, 2000). This argument makes questionable any generalization about 
ethnic minority students’ schooling experience, as well as any essentialized construction of 
students’ ethnic identities. The focal school, at which students from different ethnic minority 
background are enrolled, provides an illustrative case for the investigation of students’ 
construction of ethnicity in an ethnically diverse environment. 
    Second, ethnic schools serve as a major institutional space for the translation of policies 
related to ethnic education. Although the focal school adopts a centralized curriculum like other 
public schools in the city, and Mandarin Chinese is adopted as the language of instruction, a 
series of discursive practices can be found to construct of the school’s “ethnic features”, which 
distinguish the school from its counterparts in the local city. For example, the school has been 
presenting itself in public documents as a big united family with students from different ethnic 
backgrounds studying and living together, and it has posters with quotes from national policies 
on ethnic relations hanging around the campus. It describes itself as the window that showcases 
the local city’s efforts in promoting ethnic education. A case in point is the event that is the focus 
of the analysis, which I will elaborate below. 
 
 
5. Showcasing ethnic cultural diversity: The focal event 

 
In early 2015, the school was selected by the local government as a model site to exhibit the 
city’s efforts to promote ethnic unity. In preparation for the visit of a state-led inspection group, 
the school made a video recording of an ethnic-unity-themed class meeting that introduced 
ethnic cultural diversity in the school, which would later be shown to the inspection group during 
their visit. The school selected two groups of students from senior grades one and two to do the 
job.5 These selected students all came from Hongzhi Ban, which can be translated as High 
Aspiration Class. Hongzhi Ban consists of students enrolled under the Education Aid Scheme of 
the Western Development Campaign of China, which began in 2002.6 Currently there are two 
Hongzhi Ban in each grade. Students can be enrolled into Hongzhi Ban if they can demonstrate 
that they come from a lower socio-economic background and that they obtained a relatively high 
score in the high school entrance examination. Once they are admitted, their school fee are 
waivered and they are given a monthly subsidy of around 60 dollars.  
    Generally, Hongzhi Ban have higher percentages of ethnic minority students. As a result, 
they have become the model classes for the school in terms of the diversity of the students’ 
ethnic backgrounds and their strong academic performance. Students from Hongzhi Ban are 

                                                           
4 There are fifty-five officially recognized ethnic minority groups in China, constituting around 8.5 percent of the 
population. Most of them inhabit the hinterland and frontier regions. 
5 The legal age for children in China to start compulsory education is six. Compulsory education in China includes 
six years of primary education, three years of junior secondary education and three years of senior secondary 
education. So these groups of students in senior grades one and two are generally around 16 or 17 years old. 
6 China’s West Development Campaign, also called Open Up the West Program, was a series of initiatives carried 
out by the Chinese government to promote economic, social, educational and ecological development of the vast 
western region of China. The purpose of the initiative was to improve environmental and resource supplies, and 
maintain national security and unity (Lai, 2002).  
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often invited to participate in a series of extracurricular activities, most of which are related to 
school publicity, such as welcoming guests, shooting photos and videos for school promotion, or 
being part of the audience in lectures both inside and outside the school.  Students are often 
dressed up in ethnic costumes given out by the school during these activities. Although students 
have different understandings of the purposes of these activities, they are generally happy about 
being able to skip classes and dress up in ethnic costumes. The ethnic-unity-themed meeting, 
which is the focus of the interview presented in this paper, is one of the activities where only 
students from Hongzhi Ban are involved.   
    After the school set the theme, which was to present a class meeting centered on recognizing 
ethnic diversity among students and celebrating ethnic cultural traditions, students were asked to 
design the details by themselves. When I first learned about this event during fieldwork, I went 
to my participants to ask them about the arrangement of the activities. One of the focal 
participants, Xiaoyun, who comes from the Bai ethnic minority group, happened to be one of the 
student organizers of the Hongzhi Ban in grade one. According to Xiaoyun, the class meeting 
would feature five students from five different ethnic minority groups introducing their cultural 
traditions, with other students participating as audience, and it would finish with the chorus of a 
song called I love my motherland. All students were asked to dress up in ethnic costumes given 
by the school.  
    As one of the activities in the school where ethnicity was brought to the front, the event was 
a good opportunity to examine how ethnicity was constructed and negotiated; indeed, an 
important amount of discursive work was expected to be involved in constructing the meaning of 
ethnicity, which can invoke circulating ideologies on ethnic culture and ethnic identity. My 
interview with Xiaoyun was conducted during one of their weekend meetings in the second 
semester of the academic year, when Xiaoyun and I had already built a good rapport after having 
been interacting with each other for several months. The interview took place one day before the 
class meeting and Xiaoyun returned to preparing for it right after the interview.   
    The data analysis in this paper focuses on how Xiaoyun constructed social meaning through 
the stances she took toward the event while interacting with me. By paying attention to the main 
themes that emerged from the interview and the ways in which these topics were organized 
through linguistic and paralinguistic resources, a more dynamic image of how ethnicity was 
made sense of and how it gets further reproduced through situated local interactions can be 
highlighted. The way that meaning and categories associated with ethnicity became locally 
relevant to students and how they were specifically negotiated during the interview was also 
illuminated. The data analysis in this paper is mainly divided into two parts according to the 
themes that emerged from the interview. The first part deals with the superficial construction of 
ethnicity as an institutional task. The second part illustrates how students appropriated ethnic 
cultural presentations to fulfill their own goals. They will be examined in turns in the following 
section. 
 
 
5.1 Ethnic cultural display as an institutional task 

 
With little knowledge of the content of the class meeting, my first set of interview questions 
centered on its organizational details. Looking from extract one to extract three, besides 
elaborating on the arrangements for the class meeting, Xiaoyun also presented an incrementally 
explicit stance toward the class meeting, pointing to its showcase nature, thus highlighting the 
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school’s relatively superficial and provisional construction of ethnic culture. Looking more 
closely at the interactional details that illustrate Xiaoyun’s stance-taking reveals the enactment of 
non-seriousness in extract one, the construction of the irrelevance of students’ ethnic background 
in extract two, and the construction of the activity as a show in extract three. 

In extract one, Xiaoyun describes the activities they have planned for this event. She first 
explains that the reason her class was chosen to be recorded is because they belong to the 
Hongzhi Ban and that some of her classmates come from some of the relatively “special” ethnic 
groups (line 4). This means that showcasing these less well known, thus more exotic, ethnic 
minority groups constructs an important rationale behind the class meeting. The activities they 
have planned include student representatives introducing cultural traditions of those ethnic 
groups, quiz games featuring cultural trivia and performance of ethnic dance from the whole 
class. In Xiaoyun’s description, one paralinguistic resource emerges as a very prominent stance 
marker, this being laugher while talking (laughter occurring during speech is underlined in the 
transcription).7 
 

Extract One: “The whole class will dance together” 8 
 
1 Jing:  wha-what kind of class meeting/you/ [you] have planned= 

2 X.Yun:                                                                     [It’s ]                         =it’s about ethnic 

3              education/and we will introduce some special ethnic groups/ because my  

4              class/we are the Hongzhi Ban that enrolls students from western regions of 

5              Yunnan-/so we have more students coming /from other places/so/we have  

6              for example Dulong and Achang/ special ethnic groups like them and we will  

7              introduce the origin and culture of those groups/and/ when introducing the  

8              Naxi we will perform traditional [Naxi dance]/ so the whole class will= 

9 Jing:                                                               [hhhhhhhh ] 

10 X.Yun: =dance together/and there is also [a quiz game of Dongba hieroglyph    ] 

11 Jing:                                                                [are you all learning these things now] 

12 X.Yun:  right/we are doing it this week/we started/ right after the exam/we only have  

13              two days to prepare/and we are very tired/ 

14 Jing:  so you will ask the students from those ethnic groups to do the  

15              introduction/or= 

16 X.Yun:  =yes/they will do the introduction themselves and/ the whole class will be  

17              wearing ethnic costumes 

 

    Throughout extract one, Xiaoyun’s description of the activities is frequently accompanied by 
laughter. In this way, she constructs a nonserious stance toward the content of her talk (Chaff, 
2007). She laughs when she mentions the theme of the class meeting (line 2 and line 3), the 
traditional ethnic dance the whole class will be performing together (line 8 and line 10), the quiz 
game they have planned (line 10) and the fact that all of the students will wear ethnic costumes 
(line 16 and line 17). In line 9, I laugh as well, which overlaps with Xiaoyun’s laugher in line 8, 
which can be interpreted as an alignment of mine and Xiaoyun’s stance, agreeing that the 
construction of “performing a traditional ethnic dance” is laughable. Laughing together is an 
                                                           
7 The full list of transcription conventions can be found at the end of the paper. 
8 The interview was conducted in Mandarin Chinese and later translated into English by the author. 
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interactional move, constructing affiliation (Glenn, 2003). The laugher produced by me could be 
an assurance for Xiaoyun’s stance-taking and clears the stage for her following turns that are also 
expressed through laughter, such as line 10, line 13 and line 17.  
    By constructing a nonserious stance toward these ethnic cultural activities, laughter puts 
distance between Xiaoyun and the content of what is being expressed. It also implies that she 
does not commit herself to the institutional meaning behind what is expressed by presenting 
ethnic culture in such a way. The very act of putting on ethnic costumes and performing ethnic 
dances are being contested at this particular interactional moment. This nonseriousness can be 
further interpreted as a disalignment with expressing ethnic identity through putting on a 
presentation like this one. For Xiaoyun, the ethnic features represented by costumes or dances 
are detached from their real life experience, and are part of the institutional construction rather 
than having actual meaning for her being a member of one of the ethnic minority groups.  
    After describing the arrangement of the class meeting, Xiaoyun explains the distribution of 
ethnic costumes in extract two, which constructs students’ ethnic background as being irrelevant 
for the ethnic display. Far from treating ethnic cultural traditions as essential parts of their 
identities, students are willing to take on pieces of identity from different ethnic groups. When I 
ask Xiaoyun what ethnic costumes will be given to students from the ethnic majority Han (line 3), 
Xiaoyun mentions that costumes will be distributed randomly regardless of students’ ethnic 
backgrounds, except for the five presenters. In terms of the sequential organization of turns, there 
are many overlaps between lines 4 and 7, as Xiaoyun and I engage in a co-construction of 
students’ ethnic backgrounds as being irrelevant for the ethnic costumes they are going to wear, 
because the Han students would also be given ethnic minority costumes. In line 9, Xiaoyun shifts 
the focus of the conversation from the details of the costumes distribution to a general comment 
on the activity.   
 

Extract Two: “We are just fulfilling a task” 
 

1 X.Yun:  no-/we plan that/for the Naxi costume /we will ask the school again and If we  

2              a ’t fi d the Dulo g ostu e e ill ask hi  to wear the school uniform/ 

3 Jing:  how about students from Han/ 

4 X.Yun:  [Han                            ] 

5 Jing:  [or it does ’t atter] for the  a d 

6 X.Yun:  they will follow the rest of the students [just like that] 

7 Jing:                                                                          [so basically  ] you just distribute the  

8              costumes according to what you have borrowed/ 

9 X.Yun:  in fact our/our activity is kind of kind of that /we are just fulfilling a task/and/  

10              the student from the Dulong ethnic group is kind of busy lately/he  

11              will give a speech at the flag rising ceremony tomorrow/so he will/we ask  

12              another student to act as him for the class meeting/ 

13 Jing:  oh/[to pretend] to pretend to be him= 

14 X.Yun:         [Achang     ]                                       =yes/ it’s the sa e↑ for Achang/ we ask  

15              a different student to do the job/we will all present stuff that we have just-  

16              Learnt 
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    In line 9, Xiaoyun first withholds an explicit evaluation by saying that “this activity is kind of 
kind of that”. In Mandarin Chinese, “that” is often used in assessments as a euphemism for direct 
negative evaluation. Following this, she points out that they are just fulfilling a task given by the 
school. She further illustrates this by giving more details about the organization of the activity, in 
which a student from a different ethnic group has been asked to pretend to be from the Dulong 
ethnic group and to make the presentation introducing the Dulong group, because the Dulong 
student is too busy to participate. And it is the same for the presentation of the Achang group. It 
can be seen that following students’ “authentic” ethnic background in cultural presentations is 
not a necessity in the fulfillment of the institutional task. Furthermore, students themselves 
engage in the tokenization of ethnic culture by having students pretending to be members of 
certain ethnic groups. 
    The first two extracts also highlight the gap between the image of ethnic minorities 
constructed from the presentation of ethnic cultures through the class meeting and what 
transpires on the ground when they are preparing for it. This can be explained by Goffman’s 
(1959) front region and back region metaphors of social life.  That is to say, the school’s 
institutional presentation of ethnic cultures exemplified by the class meeting constitutes the front 
region, “where one’s activity occurs in the presence of other persons, some aspects of the activity 
are expressively accentuated and other aspects are suppressed” (p. 53). Conversely, students’ 
involvement in the preparation of the class meeting constituted the back region, “where the 
impression fostered by the performance in the front region is knowingly contradicted as a matter 
of course” (p. 53).   
    At the school, many of the ethnic features which are staged for outsiders do not have the 
same relevance for the actors involved. The outsiders are the inspection group in this case, who 
would be presented with a video of the students happily showcasing their cultural traditions and 
appreciating each other’s cultural background. This is the image the school wants to construct in 
the front region, where students’ ethnic backgrounds are recognized and respected. However, in 
the back region where the students are preparing for this activity, ethnic culture does not 
constitute any part of the spontaneous repertoire of their situated school practices. For them, the 
class meeting is an institutional task they must fulfill, and they needed to spend extra time to 
learn those cultural traditions themselves. For students, presenting a project that meets the 
requirement of the school is more relevant than tracing it to their actual experience.  
    After taking a non-serious stance toward the activity in extract one and detailing the 
superficial and provisional nature of the presentation of ethnic culture in extract two, Xiaoyun 
makes an explicit assessment of the class meeting in extract three, in which she calls the class 
meeting “a show”, highlighting again the fact that they are merely doing a favor to the school. 
Here it should be pointed out that Xiaoyun’s stance constructing the class meeting as a show in 
line 9 of extract three is accomplished dialogically following a comment made by me in line 7, 
which is itself a response to Xiaoyun’s previous turn.  From line 3 to line 6, Xiaoyun states that 
the material that would be presented by the five students is prepared by the student organizers, 
not by the presenters. These presenters are doing a favor to the organizers by being willing to 
participate, and in turn the organizers are doing a favor to the school by putting together the class 
meeting.  

 

Extract Three: “It’s such a show” 
 
1 Jing:      they will prepare the presentation material themselves or you will prepare  
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2               it for them/ 

3 X.Yun:   It’s-/ we will prepare a major portion of the material/ because they they  

4               are just doing a favor for us/ all of these things/ and we are doing a favor  

5              for  the school/ they are just doing a favor for us/we will prepare the  

6              material and they just need to read it/ 

7 Jing:      oh--/hhhh/so you are/ basically/ going through this as mere formality/ 

8 Duan:    yes-/ you know there is clearly no Uighurs in Yunnan/ but the school gave  

9                us a lot of Uighur ostu es to ear↑//It’s su h a sho - hh 

 

    Following Xiaoyun’s explanation, I comment in line 7 that by organizing the class meeting in 
the way described by Xiaoyun, where they are actors showing off ethnic related information that 
they have just learned, they are going through the activities as mere formality. They are 
following rules that are expected for occasions such as this one instead of making it into an 
activity that demonstrates how ethnicity is relevant to their everyday life. In line 8, Xiaoyun first 
aligns with the stance I take by the agreement token “yes”, and she elaborates her stance by 
disclosing another detail of the activity; she mentions that there are no Uighur population in 
Yunnan, but the school still distributed a lot of Uighur costumes to them, which presents a 
fabricated ethnic diversity.9 
    At this point, Xiaoyun makes an explicit evaluation of the activity by calling it a show in line 
9. Xiaoyun’s comment is also accompanied by laughter, echoing the expression of non-
seriousness.  She finds the “school distributing Uighur costumes” as laughable as it stands as an 
example of the artificial nature of the class meeting, which highlights the outward construction 
of ethnic cultural diversity and ethnic unity. However, what needs to be emphasized is that the 
school is not the only director for this ethnic cultural showcase. The students themselves are part 
of the superficial construction of ethnic culture by acting as representatives of some ethnic 
groups, as explained by Xiaoyun in extract two. 
    The foregoing analysis demonstrates that the ethnic-unity-themed class meeting was more of 
an institutional task that students needed to perform than a spontaneous presentation of who they 
were as members of different ethnic minority groups. What would be presented in the class 
meeting did not resonate with their life experience. Xiaoyun highlighted the superficial nature of 
the class meeting by adopting a non-serious stance constructed through the paralinguistic feature 
of laughter and by comparing preparations for the activity to putting on a show. However, far 
from having no relevance to students themselves, students did construct extra meanings out of 
this activity. This is further explored in the following section.  
 
 
 

                                                           
9 Uighurs are one of the most populous ethnic minority groups in China. According to the 2000 national census 
(available on the State Ethnic Affairs Commission of the People’s Republic of China website, 
http://www.seac.gov.cn/col/col541/index.html (last reviewed on March 7, 2016), 99 percent of Uighurs live in the 
Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region in northwestern China. Although statistics show that the majority of the 
Uighur population lives in Xinjiang, Xiaoyun’s statement that “there is clearly no Uighur in Yunnan” is an 
exaggeration. Although official statistics could not be found, Uighurs are famous for running catering businesses 
around China. It is thus very likely that Yunnan has Uighur residents. What Xiaoyun refers to is more of an intuitive 
description of Uighur distribution, pointing to the school’s possession of a large number of Uighur costume as 
unusual. 

http://www.seac.gov.cn/col/col541/index.html
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5.2 Appropriation of cultural presentation of ethnic minorities 
 
The following extracts will shift the attention to how students creatively appropriate ethnic 
culture and ethnic identity and focus on students’ contrasting stances toward ethnic-related 
activities and their regular school life. In extract four, when I ask Xiaoyun about her classmates’ 
opinions on this class meeting, she mentions that the overall stance of her classmates toward this 
activity is general excitement, although it is later overshadowed by their unsatisfactory 
performance in a previous math examination. She explains that when they first learned about the 
activity they were very excited, because in a previous activity where they were asked to wear 
ethnic costumes, they were invited to be in the audience for a locally recorded TV show. 
Wearing ethnic costumes always corresponds with occasions when they can skip classes and 
have a lot of fun. 
 

Extract Four: “We find it a lot of fun” 
 
1 Jing:      what do students in your class think of this/what do they feel= 

2 X.Yun:   =hhhh originally we are very very excited about this/ because we could  

3               wear the ethnic costumes/ we wore the costume once before but this  

4               time/ we feel/ this time/ we were invited to the TV station /as guest  

5               audience/ the first time we wore the costume/ and/ this is the second  

6               time/ we find it a lot of fun/ and/ however because of our poor  

7               performance in math exam hhhh↑//we feel quite frustrated/ 

 

    Evidence regarding their general positive stance toward this kind of activity can also be 
found in other venues. On the school’s online forum, which is set up and run by students 
anonymously, a post by one of Xiaoyun’s classmates describes the students’ experience as 
audience at the TV station. The title of the post is We Invite Envy. The student posted a picture of 
themselves lining up and waiting to leave the school, and another one of them sitting in the 
audience hall.  These occasions become ways for students to distinguish themselves from others 
and to court envy from those who were not given the opportunity. In this way, the students who 
were given privileges were taking advantage of the school’s ethnic features. 
   However, students’ excitement over the class meeting was later overshadowed by their 
unsatisfactory performance in a previous math examination. It is evident that Xiaoyun’s stance 
toward the activity, especially the fun and excitement it brought to her and her classmates, is 
constructed in contrast to her stance toward their usual school life, which is often dominated by 
academic work. In extract four, this contrasting stance can first be seen from Xiaoyun’s use of 
the word “originally” in line 2 when describing their excitement over the class meeting, which 
indicates that an opposing stance is to follow. The discourse marker “however” follows in line 6 
clarifying the source of the contrasting stance, which is their unsatisfactory performance in the 
previous math examination that makes them “frustrated” (line 7). 
  In extract five, Xiaoyun again constructs contrasting stances toward this ethnic-unity-themed 
class meeting and their regular school life. In line 3, she describes the event as “interesting”, 
because their regular school life only consists of “book book book” (line 5). 
 

Extract Five: “it’s the first time that I feel that school life can be so interesting” 
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1 Jing:       oh[--//] I see[  //  ]it seems fun/= 

2 X.Yun:        [hhh]         [hhh]                        =hhhh it’s the first ti e that I feel that  
3                school life can be so interesting 

4 Jing:       so this is like the only activity related to ethnicity you have in your school/ 

5 X.Yun:     yes-/because regularly/ it’s just ook ook ook/and there is not a lot of  

6                 emphasis put on ethnic education/ 

7 Jing:        mhm/for example/ this activity in this semester/ it is/ like/ the first case/ 

8 X.Yun:     h  yes// to e ho est eth i  ostu es/ it’s o ly for/i  e eryday life/  
9                 we do ’t ear- it/ here/ nowadays/ very few people wear it/people will  

10                 only wear it during activities/ 

11 Jing:        mhm--/ 

12 X.Yun:     I picked a costume of Miao group for myself/ because the Miao costume  

13                 is so/so beautiful/ 

14 Jing:        you will be wearing the Miao costume/ 

15 X.Yun:     yes--because it is short/[skirt] 

 

   Xiaoyun’s positive stance toward this class meeting can be further explained by her 
appreciation of the ethnic costumes. Xiaoyun explains in extract 5 from line 8 to line 10 that 
ethnic education in school, in this case the ethnic-unity-themed class meeting, constitutes rare 
occasions where they can wear ethnic costumes. Moreover, Xiaoyun mentions that as one of the 
organizers of the class meeting, she is happy to be able to choose an ethnic costume for herself, 
while her classmates are randomly assigned costumes (line 12 and line 13). This stance toward 
wearing ethnic costumes can also be found with Xiaoyun’s classmates. On their social-
networking site, they posted about this opportunity to wear ethnic costumes, commenting on 
their appearance and how happy they are that these costumes are beautiful. For these students, 
ethnic culture, especially ethnic costumes, stand as entertainment that adds spice to their school 
life. It can be inferred that the link between wearing traditional ethnic costumes and “authentic” 
ethnic identity is weakened as a result of these activities.   
    To summarize, what can be learned from the interview with Xiaoyun is that the individual 
student’s construction of ethnicity is multi-layered. By calling the class meeting a show, Xiaoyun 
demonstrated a disalignment with the way ethnic culture and identity was being presented 
through this activity. It seems that the symbolic concept of ethnic unity and ethnic cultural 
diversity, expressed through the superficial presentation of ethnic culture, became more 
important than the effort of highlighting students’ lived experience. The students themselves 
engaged in the tokenization of ethnic culture by discussing ethnic minorities as a symbolic 
collective that stood for exotic otherness, which can be seen from their excitement over the 
opportunity to wear ethnic costumes from different ethnic groups. This activity simply added 
spice to their otherwise dull academic life.  Drawing on this complex picture of how ethnicity-
related ideologies were woven into students’ schooling experience, the main point being 
emphasized here is that concepts such as ethnicity, culture and identity need to be investigated 
from situated practices to do justice to the multiplicity of meanings generated by individuals in 
their moment-to-moment social lives. 
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6. Beyond grand narratives: Researching ethnicity in education settings through situated 
practices in education in China 

 
This paper argues for an approach to researching ethnicity that emphasizes the way it is 
constructed in situated practices, which shifts attention from perspectives that treat ethnic 
groupings as fixed and stable social categories. It analyzes an interview excerpt, in which 
Xiaoyun, an ethnic minority student from grade one of a senior secondary ethnic school in 
southwestern China, discusses the organization of and preparation for an ethnic-unity-themed 
class meeting, which was one of the activities organized by the school to construct its “ethnic 
features”. Through a detailed analysis of the stances Xiaoyun took toward the activities that she 
and her classmates had organized, it can be seen that ethnic identification is constructed as a 
rather delicate matter that a single interpretation simply cannot do justice to. The meaning 
constructed in this process rejects some of the ideological and stereotypical constructions of 
ethnic culture and ethnic identity, while reaffirming others.  
    The main point of departure of Xiaoyun’s participation in this event was to fulfill a task 
assigned by the school. A variety of meanings regarding ethnic identity emerged during the 
process of preparation for the event, which offers a glimpse into students’ dynamic construction 
of ethnicity. Although there were moments of contestation of how ethnic culture should be 
presented in the school, Xiaoyun’s engagement in the event was not predominated by struggles 
with identity or questioning of cultural belongings. The data presented in this article bear witness 
to Xiaoyun’s complaint of the superficial nature of the ethnic cultural presentations in the school, 
and at the same time, her opinion stands as an example of students’ interests in engaging with 
ethnic culture as a form of entertainment, in a non-essentialist way. Without this detailed 
exploration into students’ situated construction of ethnicity, researchers are likely to lose sight of 
the nuanced aspects of ethnic identity. 
    Hawkins (1978) pointed out nearly four decades ago that ethnic education in China is a 
complicated issue that cannot simply be expected to slide into either an integration or a conflict 
paradigm. Minority and majority relationships are always complex. Earlier discussions of ethnic 
education and identity in China have been influenced by the emphasis given to the interface 
between tradition and modernity in social science during the 20th century (Giddens, 1990; 
Rampton, 2009), which engaged in the discussion of the relationship between traditional units 
such as ethnic groups and modern institutions. This has generated dichotomies such as minority 
and majority or home culture and school culture when discussing education and ethnicity.  
    However, more research is required to look beyond the tension between tradition and 
modernity and to cast an eye on the new perspectives that have grown out of the discourses of 
late-modernity where traditional categories related to ethnicity and nation-states have under-gone 
tremendous changes. On the one hand, the neo-liberalization of the education sectors has 
undermined the authority of schools along with their “sacred” role in the reproduction of 
ideology (Pérez-Milans, 2013). On the other hand, the massive population flows resulting from  
the ease of travel and communication makes conceptualizing identity and culture as well-
bounded units increasingly unsuitable (Harris & Rampton, 2003, 2009).  
    Indeed, Xiaoyun and her classmates’ stories open a window into the multi-layered 
construction of ethnicity that is operating in lived moments of individual lives. Attention is 
shifting to the situated and fluid construction of identity instead of relying on the taken-for-
granted nature of ethnic boundaries or the static constructions of institutions. Without a detailed 
analysis of students’ situated practices in schools, researchers risk either overstating the role of 
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institutions in shaping students’ ethnic identity, or assuming that ethnic categories have a lasting 
bearing on students’ academic experience. To understand the implications and possible impacts 
of ethnic education in China, there is much more to be gained by investigating ethnic minority 
students’ schooling experience and their construction of identities in situated practice. 
 

 

--------------------- 
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Transcription Conventions 

 

Jing: 

Underline 

interview participant 
laughing while talking 

Bold loud talking 
/ short pause (0.5 seconds) 
// long pause (0.5-1.5 seconds) 
[ ] turn overlapping with similarly marked turn 
--- prolongation of the immediately prior sound 
↑ 

= 

rising intonation 
two utterances closely connected 

 

 


